
 Fast FIVE :
Starting School
with Success

Planning - Get your child involved early

Anticipation - Keep excitement levels controlled

Self-care Skills - Can you child take care of themselves

Social Skills - Can your child make new friends

Fatigue - Expect tiredness and increased support 

Starting BIG School is a significant step in a child's life and can be a cause of
much stress within the family too. Many parents focus on the readiness of their
child's motor skills and knowledge before starting school, however, without
solid foundations, none of these skills will be easily expressed by your child.

Our Occupational Therapists have these helpful suggestions.

Have these points flagged something you didn't know about your child's readiness
for school?  Don't worry, because the Team at Early Links and our Occupational

Therapists can help you and your family achieve.

At Early Links, we believe your goals for achievement and performance should
reflect living the life you imagine. Book your FREE "Quick Chat" to find out how play,

education, & specific feedback/training opportunities could benefit you

www.earlylinks.com.au 1300 933 552

This information is general
health information and should
be discussed with your health
professional if concerns exist.



 Fast FIVE :
Starting School
with Success

Planning - Get your child involved 
Being able to help with covering their books, choosing school shoes, and trying on their

uniform will help to reinfoirce the more formal nature of school vs. pre-school. It is also

important to explain "why" and "when" these new items will be used and "how" they are

used. Practice is KEY - help your child become familiar with their belongings 

Anticipation - Keep excitement levels controlled
jWith orientation day, new clothes, new shoes, new books, and new expectations

are likely to build the excitement factor for your child. Excitement is a positive thing but

too much can lead to fatigue. Find quiet times to talk with your child about their new

school and help them to practice the new skills they will need

Self-care Skills - Can your child take care of themselves
Little accidents (toileting) can still happen at big school and although teachers are

understanding and very capable to help, showing your child where their spare undies

and socks will be is a great idea. Lunchboxes, shoelaces, pencil cases and jumpers

can all become tricky for little fingers to operate when nervous or in a rush to play

Social Skills - Can your child make new friends
Most schools will have a buddy system to help the new kindy kids to play together and

feel comfortable to explore the playground in the first few weeks. Encouraging your child

to join in these group playground games and to communicate clearly when asking to start

playing or when taking turns will assist them to feel comfortable in social play

Fatigue - Expect tiredness and increased support
Learning new skills and adjusting to a new environment is stressful and fatigues the body

and brain, even for adults, so imagine the stain for little bodies and brains where coping

mechanisms are not yet fully developed. Kids may begin to act out at h 
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